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A functional central imit theorem is proved for a class of finitely exchangeable raudom variables 
which are based on an occupancy scheme. 
Fur. ctional central imit theorem 
/ finitely exchangeable ~~~~~~’ 
1. Introduction 
Let h,..., 77,“) be a sequence of multinomial random variables (rv’s): if 
Xi 2 0, Cy xi = Iv, then 
Let (PnI,. . . , Flynn) be another sequence of rv’s which are conditionally independent, 
given (~“1, . . , vnn), and suppose pnj has distribution function (df) Fk if qni = k. 
Suppose 
J x flk = ck, J (x-Ck)*dF,=&=-. 
Put 
X”(t) = n-1’2 (:!I &-[ntlJ%.,), Oas 1. 
Then X, is a random element of the space D of right continuous functions on [0, I] 
with left limits everywhere; we endow D with the Skorokhod topology and denote 
weak convergence in this space by 3. 
* Work done partially at the University of Lancaster, England. 
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Theorem. Let &V, n + CO in such a way that N,n + (Y :r 0; let 5 be a Poisson rv with 
mean ff. Suppose 
Eu; < cro. (2) 
Then X,, ‘3 X, ,where 
X(t)= f UiWi(F) + Y(t); 
i=O . 
each W’ is an independent standard Brownian Motion, ,znd Y is a zero mean Gaussian 
process, independent of the Wi ‘s, With 
EY(sjY(t)=s(al-azt), sst, 
al = var cc, L12 = $ov(& cs.))2. 
Remarks. Versions of this theorem with t = 1 have been given by Moran [4], Harris 
and Park [2], and Holst [33; the latter two deal with the case & = 0, i = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Our (1) weakens Moran’s conditions [4, eq. 31. Also we drop his requirements that 
N/n = (Y and that al > a2 (see [4, p. 8431). Note that if al = a2, Y( -) is a Brownian 
bridge (this occurs if and only if the ci’S are linear in i). Condition (I.), which is clearly 
weaker than Holst’s condition (3), may itself be weakened by replacing 3 by 
2 + S(O< 6 < 1) (this is in order that the expansion of R - 1 be valid). Indefed, by 
truncating ci at *n”‘, it can be shown that 3 can be replaced by 2 in (1) as long as 
c 2P’ Ci -l/14. 
lCjl>tt3" 
F=OC, ,I. 
It seems that such a condition is required by Harris and Park [2] (in addition to their 
other requirement on this tail) to ensure the validity of their eq. 44. 
The factor Ec,.,“~ in the definition of Xn(t) can be replaced by Ecln, where Jn is a 
Poisson rv with mean N/n. This is because the difference EC,,, - Ecc,, is O(n-I>, as we 
show below. However, EcvH, cannot in general be replaced by EC,: without some 
condition regulating the speed of convergence of N/n to CL 
2. Proof 
Consider an array of independent rv’s (cij, i 3 0, j 2 l}, where Eij has df Fb Drop the 
first subscript in Pni and qnj. Put 
vi(k) = i I(qj=i), 
j=1 
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I( .) being the indicator function. Note zz, vi(k) = k, EL, ivi(n) = N. The finite 
dimensional distributions of the sums Xi”= 1 pi coincide with those of CE,, xi$’ &, as 
may be seen by first comparing the dZstributions conditional on (~1, . . . , ‘17”). 
Thus for our purposes we may re-define X”(t) as 
If @L(t) =n-‘pi([nt]), and 
XL (t) = n-l’* 1 
[WI 
C 
j=l 
then 
N 
X,(t) = 1 XL 0 @i(t)+n-“* 
i=O 
( ! Civi([nfl) - [nflEc,,) 
i=O 
= i XI 0 @k(t) + Y,(t), say. 
i=O 
The standard weak convergence theory gives 
w:, xi, . ..)~(aoWO.cqW’,. . ), 
the W”s as in the Theorem (note the first paragraph in [S, Section 53). Thus 
according to Theorem 4.2 of [5], we need only show 
(3) 
where d’(t) F Tit; vi = e-*cyi/i!, 
Y” * Y. (4) 
The first of these is easily checked using Chebyshev’s inequality, or by taking 
ci = 1, cl = 0, j # i, in (4), to which we now turn. 
If we write Y,, in the form 
Yn(t) = n-l’* (I$: cqi - Indk,,}, 
then it becomes apparent hat (4) is a functional analogue of the second theorem in 
[2]. We prove finite dimensional convergence by extending and improving the 
methods of [3]. Take ‘I= to < tl < * a l a: tl = 1 and real numbers Qo, 81, . . . ,@I f 0. As 
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in [3, Lemma 2.21, we have 
I 
N1j2 exp{N eiw -Niw-N},fir ( l+V~O(N’~:iw)“exp(-~eiw) 
. 
I 
I.nt,l-lnr,_,l 
x (e 
i@&/Jn’l2 
-1) dw (5) 
where w goes from --‘II to i-n. First consider the integral over Al = 
{w:N-5/14 S~w~S7r}.Sincecosw-1~-2~~/?p~for~~~S7r, 
lexp{N eiw - Niw - N}J = exp N(cos w - 1) S exp(-2Nw2/a2). 
Also, the product term in (5) is 
a3 (Ne’“/n)” 
R=l+C v, 
v=o 
. exp(-y){exp($)-I) 
=l+ 2 P(&==)exp 
v=o 
expf$) - 11, 
where Jn is Poisson, mean N/n. Henceforth we use K to denote a ‘generic constant’, 
IKI s 1. Then putting 6; = cn -N/n, 
&w2N 
n 
{exp(i0&tn-“2) - 1) 
= i&n -1/2ECC, +i8,n-l/2ECSn(eiWT:+1Kw2N/n_ 1) 
+Ee iwTL+hKw2N/n (eiern-“2cc, - i@J,n-“2 _ 1) 
= i&r -1’2E~Cn - 6~wn-1’2Ec&, -#n-‘E& 
+0(f) +*(-$j) +C)(n-3’2) 
using (1). The first equality here shows IR - 11 = 0(n-“2) and since 1 + z = 
exp(2 +K~z[~) for Irlcl -2, we have for sufficiently large n 
R = exp i&n -“‘EcG +O(-$) +0(i)) 
for w s A 1. Thus the integral is bounded in modulus over AI by 
I 
N1” exp(-2Nw2/v2) exp{O( wnl’*) + O(1)) dw 
AI 
which tends to zero as N + 00. 
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Now consider the integral in (5) over AZ = (w : Iwi < N-“14). Here we have 
exp{N eiw -Niw -N)=exp(-~NwZ+O(n-“14’)}. 
If)zlG$, 1+2=2xp(2-~2*+~K)1~~),s0f0r~ufficient1ylargen wecanapproximate 
R by 
Write m, = [n&J-[n&-J, r = 1, . . . , 1. Then the integral over AZ can be written as 
-.- N”‘exp -iNw’-tC m,8, 
r ( 
-&Z m,@F varc6;, + O(n 
I 
--“14)]dw 
which is asymptotically equal to 
Because of (1) we can use dominated convergence to get 
E exp in-1’2 f: 6, 
r=l 
+exp-6 
( 
C (t,-t,-&3,2 var cl-$ 
r=l 
(jr (G - c-I)B,E~‘~c)~}. 
If a1 = a2, I = 1, then this argument is incomplete since the limiting exponent 
vanishes. However in this case the exponent on the LHS vanishes for each II. Thus we 
have proved the finite dimensional part of assertion (4), as long as 
%I - Ecr, = O(n -I). (6) 
To prove (6), we use the following results from a,qalysis, which are used again below: 
Lemma. For 0~ ks N, 
N! 
OS(N-k)! 
- Nk +$Nk-lk(k - 1) <$Nk-‘k4. 
For a, b > 0, II, N as in the Theorem, 
bN 
. . ,. 
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the order term depending only OH a and 6. For a > 0, k s in/a, 
-k 
-1 
ak k2 
--S2a2T. 
n n 
We now prove (6). Note 
(9) 
with the convention N!j(N - rj! = 0 if ;’ > N. For 0 s r d n/2, the quantity in brackets 
is bounded by 
it! 
_,r(r-1) 
2 N 
N +’ I f(r) -- 
2n2 n n2 I 
where f(r j is a polynomial of degree 4 in r. For r > n/2, the bracketed quantity in (10) 
is bounded in modulus for n > 6 by 
Since e-N’n (N/n)’ S e-1’2e @ ’ for n sufficiently large, (6) now follows using (1 j. 
It remains to prove that the sequence (Yn} satisfies a tightness condition. Writing 
c; = ci - EC,,,, it suffices to show 
for some constant K (c.f. [l, Theorem 15.61). Using the fact that ck,, . . . , ck,, are 
exchangeable, the left-side of (11 j can be written as 
-${mIm2Ec~c~z +mlmz(ml+m2-2)EcfIc&ch, 
+ ml(ml- l)mz(mz - 1 )Ec~, * . * ck.,) 
(12) 
where ml =[nt]-[MI], m2 = [n&j-[nt] (c.f, [1, p. 2111). 
Tlhe first expectation in (12) is bounded by EC:. The second expectation can be 
expressed, using (7)-(g), as Ez, where 
E2= C e 
_JN,n c:;c:,c;, fi! ‘1+‘2+‘3 
r,!r*!rs! n, 0 
+O(rr--‘) 
rl+rz+r3hn/6 
and it follows that E2 is O(n-‘) since the sum is O(nw2). 
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ci,. Write this as C c,, - + * c,&(r), where 
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-- 
N!3 
+6(N-s2)!(N-r3)!(N-r4)! 
( 1 _;)““( 1 _$2N-r3-r4, 
N!4 
here we have put si = rl+. . * + rj. Using (7)-(g), we find that for F such that s4 =G n/8, 
where p(s) is a polynomial of degree 4 i:! rl . - . r4. It follows by (1) that 
EC;, . . . c;, = 0(C2). 
The sort of argument in [l, p. 2121 now establishes (11). 
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